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Abstract:
Radio art is related to the soundscape on two levels. First of all the soundscape has been 
used as sound material in many radio art works, in other words the soundscape has been 
the  content  of  radio  art.  The  use  of  soundscape  recordings  is  not  confined  to  radio 
programmes  about  acoustic  ecology.  Creative  and  experimental  transmissions  of 
soundscapes include early experiments such as Walter Ruttmann’s  Wochenende, Hans 
Bodenstedt’s sound portraits of cityscapes,  musique concrète, and more recent projects 
such  as  Bill  Fontana’s  Landscape  Soundings and  the  interactive  London’s  Wireless 
Soundscape Project. Except  for  the content,  soundscape is  also  related  to  radio art’s 
context.  Radio  art  is  performed in  each listener’s  soundscape and  not  in  the “sterile” 
concert  hall.  As a consequence, radio art,  regardless of content,  is interacting with the 
listener’s soundscape.

This paper explores the ways in which a soundscape is listened to either through or 
in  interaction  with  radio  art.  In  the  case of  soundscape  as  content  it  is  stressed that 
listening  to  the  soundscape  through  radio  can  be  more  attentive  and  engaging  than 
physical listening, because of a shift in the radio station’s programm flow. Soundscape is 
not an expected part of radio content, so it is brought to the foreground. Moreover, the fact 
that the soundscape is recorded opens up many possibilities of  perceiving tiny or far-
distanced sounds. Furthermore, when the soundscape is edited the listener can attribute 
different meanings to familiar sounds, or create from different extrinsic sound events his 
own sound narrative. Finally, certain sound events of the transmitted soundscape – edited 
or not – can be associated with some of the listener’s acoustic memories, thus acquiring 
symbolic meanings.

In  the  case  of  soundscape  as  context  of  radio  art  performance  there  are  two 
possibilities.  On  the  one  hand,  radio  art  breaks  the  expected  continuity  found  in 
mainstream radio, using silence or anti-narrative structures. Hence radio listening does not 
mask the sounds of the environment, so the listener becomes aware of them. On the other 
hand, when radio art is presented as a project that invades the public sphere, so to speak 
the soundscape, the listener is led to think about the soundscape and the “radioscape”, 
and he can possibly consider the significance of the soundscape and the dangers of its 
deterioration that exist.
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Title of Presentation: “Location, Location, Location” A Discussion of the Effect of Popular  
Media on Sound Practices.”

Abstract
A key concern within acoustic ecology and sound studies over the past decades has been 
an urgency to raise the public profile of listening and sound in the environment.  Within the 
UK there has been a growth of discussion around sound; newspapers, magazines and 
television programs all  ruminate over the sound environment and consider it  as a key 
aspect of place. In these mediums the sound environments that surrounds us daily have 
become synonymous with issues of well being and affluence.  Certain types of sound sets 
that are understood or categorized as “tranquil” or “rural” are being commodified and sold  
to  those  who  can  afford  them  as  the  key  accessory  to  luxury  living.   What  are  the 
consequences of crossing the paths of media and  the soundscape? How as researchers 
can we or should we engage with these agencies? 

Drawing upon the work of Kassabian,Vikman, and Feld, alongside examples from 
popular UK media and recent fieldwork in Vauxhall Liverpool.  This paper will consider the 
impact  of these mediums upon the perception and reception of the sound environment 
and question the benefits and impairments of these channels upon listening cultures and 
spaces. I will hypothesize that these mediums construct a virtual utopic sound environment 
that has the potential to disrupt and disengage listeners from the larger soundworld. 
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Title of Presentation: “Melidoni cave stalactite acoustic analysis and sound modeling.”

Abstract:
 In  'Pashley'  room of  Melidoni  cave (near  Melidoni  village,  Rethymnon County,  Crete,  
Greece), the ringing sound of several stalactites, when struck with hand or a stick, can be 
judged as impressive or  having musical  qualities.  Seven stalactites  that  were  easy to 
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access were struck with a stick at several positions and their sound was recorded at a 
distance  of  approximately  12  meters.  Each  stalactite  can  be  considered  as  a  beam 
system, with clamped-free boundary conditions and an almost  round or elliptical  cross 
section which is decreasing in size from the clamped to the free end. The overall length of 
stalactites varied from 1 to 3 m. Most of the sound energy lies in the range of 40 to 600 Hz. 
From the averaged spectra of every stalactite, the frequencies of all the strong partials 
were  registered  and  their  perceptually  important  inter-relations  were  investigated. 
Common characteristics of the recorded stalactite sounds that are based on their spectrum 
envelopes  and  other  parameters  will  be  also  discussed.  Based  on  these  findings,  a 
software application has been developed to  enable the user  to  experiment  with  these 
special tunings and timbres and 'play' musically useful stalactite sounds.
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